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Abstract

This report summarizes the cost analysis for three separate lighting projects regarding in-
creasing the sustainability portfolio of the university. The largest of the three projects
involved replacing sixty high pressure sodium fixtures that provide majority of lighting in
the dormitory quad area with high efficiency LED equivalents. It was found based on oper-
ating and initial cost that this project will pay itself off in just over 4.5 years. Assuming that
the lights last their full 50,000 hour lifetime the lights will not need replaced for 12 years
and yield a lifetime savings of $50,576 for the school. The next project replaced regular
incandescent fixtures that light basements steps at each dorm in the quad area with LED
equivalents. This project will break even in just over 1 year and 7 months. Over expected
lifetime of the new LED fixtures the investment will generate a savings of $7,626.06 and the
fixtures will not need replaced for 12 years. Lastly, in the multicultural center T12 fluores-
cent light fixtures were exchanged for high efficiency T8 fluorescent fixtures. This project
will break even in just over 4 years and 8 months, save the school a cumulative $3,075.58
over its lifetime and not need replacement for 5 years and 318 days. Between the three sub
projects the University can expect to save approximately $76,359 over the next 12 years.



Introduction

In August of this year, as part of an ongoing effort to make the campus more energy efficient,
physical plant purchased and installed new light fixtures in three (3) different locations. The
first project, and largest, was the replacement of exterior wall-pack-type light bulbs in the
dormitory quad area. The second largest project involved replacing all of the overhead light
fixtures in the Multi-Cultural center. The final project replaced all of the low output light
fixtures that illuminate the basement stairs of dormitories in the quad area. This report
summarizes a cost analysis done on each separate project, then their cumulative result.

Quad Exterior Wall-Packs

Every day just after sunset sixty high output wall-pack style lights attached to the outside of
the quad area dormitories turn on to keep the quad area illuminated over night. These lights
are a vital part in keeping student residents safe, but consume a large amount of energy.
Previously the lights responsible for this task used high pressure sodium (HPS) technology
to produce light. These lights, sixty in total, consumed 188W and were operated for, on
average, 11.2 hours per night. The calculation below shows the daily cost for operating
these lights overnight.

.188kW ∗ 60lights ∗ 11.2hours ∗ $.17/kWh = $21.48/day

This results in a cost of $644.40 per month and $7,840.20 annually. One of the biggest
pitfalls regarding HPS fixtures is that they contain several separate components that can
fail. Figure 1 shows a diagram of the several components inside this type of fixture.

Figure 1: internals of a HPS fixture.

In addition to having different components that can fail, these fixtures cant be disposed
of in a regular fashion because they contain trace amounts of Mercury, and thus cost the
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university extra to dispose of ($2.00 per lamp or igniter). Physical plant provided the cost
of replacing each element of the fixture and its probability of occurring in any given lamp
for the calendar year. Figure 2 summarizes this data.

Figure 2: internals of a HPS fixture.

Considering both maintenance and operating costs these fixtures cost the university:

$7, 408.20[operating] + $1, 107[maintenance] = $8, 515.20/year

University of the Pacific enjoys its beautiful campus, thanks to close attention to aesthetic
detail. In order to make the campus more energy efficient and maintain aesthetics, physical
plant found LED fixtures that are visually similar to the old HPS fixtures. Figure 3 shows
the old fixture and replacement fixture side by side.

Figure 3: Old vs New Fixture.

LEDs or light emitting diodes employ a different and more efficient method for making
light and consequently consume less energy while producing the same amount of light as
HPS fixtures. All of the previously mentioned HPS quad wall pack fixtures, 60 in total,
were replaced with these equivalent LED wall-packs. Including installation and parts, the
replacements of these lights cost the university $30,103.48. The new LED fixtures consume
46W per fixture, which is over 75% less than the replaced HPS wall-pack fixtures. Using the
same method as earlier, the daily operating costs for these fixtures were found to be:

.046kW ∗ 60lights ∗ 11.2h ∗ ($.17)/kWh = $5.26/day

Figure 4 shows graphically the difference in operating costs between the old HPS wall-packs
and the new LED wall-packs.
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Figure 4: Annual Utility Costs of HPS Fixtures vs New LEDs.

In addition to their energy efficiency these fixtures are rated to last up to 50,000 (light on)
hours. This means if the lights were run 24 hours a day 7 days a week, they would still
last over five and one half years. Based on a schedule of approximately 11.2 hours per night
these lights should not require replacement for 12 years and 85 days, which means they may
not need replaced till 2023. LED lights are different from HPS lights in that they usually
require no maintenance. Because of this, the school incurs no annual maintenance cost on
the LED wall-packs. The average savings per year on these 60 wall-packs amounts to:

$8515.20[HPSannualcost]− $1919.90[LEDannualcost] = $6595.30/year

Considering the operating costs (energy costs and maintenance costs) of both the HPS
fixtures and the LED replacement fixtures, Figure 5 graphically illustrates the break even
point of this project.

Figure 5: Annual Utility Costs of HPS Fixtures vs New LEDs.
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Since the fixtures pay themselves off before the estimated 2023 date, when the fixtures will
need replaced, the LED wall-packs will save the university money. The amount of this
savings is found by taking the annual savings of the sixty LED wall-packs and multiplying
by the amount of years the fixtures will last, then subtracting the total project cost. These
calculations are shown below:

(12.23yrs ∗ $6, 595.30)− $30, 103.48 = $50, 576.01

This means that over the lifetime of the fixtures the school will save $50,576.01 compared to
the operation of the old set of 60 HPS fixtures.

Basement Stairs LED Lights

Each dormitory with a basement in the quad area has a light illuminating the external stairs
down to it during the night hours. These lights are on the same schedule as the LED wall
packs described earlier (approximately 11.2 hours). Ten of these incandescent lights were
replaced with equivalent light output LED fixtures. The LED fixtures not only improve
efficiency in this sub-project but also offer drastically more visual appeal. Figure 6 shows
the old and new fixtures side by side.

Figure 6: Visual Appeal of New vs Old Fixture

These, just like the quad wall-pack type lights, are expected to last 50,000 ON hours before
needing replaced. This once again means that the fixtures should not need replaced till 2023.
An added feature about these fixtures is that they are dark sky approved. Dark sky approval
means that the fixtures dont contribute to light pollution, (the reason why stars cant be seen
at night in heavily lit cities). Dark sky approved fixtures are required for LEED building
certification.

The old bulbs used to illuminate the basement steps were incandescent technology rated
at 104W while the new LED ones only rated for 12W. Figure 7 shows the difference in util-
ity costs between the old and new fixture per year. Note that the calculations for this graph
can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 7: Annual Utility Costs of New vs Old Fixtures

Before a break even analysis could be done the annual maintenance cost of the old fixtures had
to be determined. The calculations below show the approximate cost per year of replacing
these light bulbs.

11.2hours/night ∗ 365days/year = 4088hours

100Wbulblife = 1000hours

(4replacements)/year

1replacement = (.25hourslabor ∗ $36/hour) + $.40[bulb] = $9.40/fixture

$9.40/fixture ∗ 9fixtures ∗ 4/year = $338.40/year

The entire cost of the subproject was $1,475.45 which includes labor and parts. Using the
same process as for the wall-pack project the break even period of the basement lights was
determined to be 1 year and 223 days. The calculations leading to this number can be seen
in Appendix A. Figure 8 graphically demonstrates the break-even of this project.

Figure 8: Break Even Analysis of Basement Stairs Project
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Once again since this break even date is prior to the expected replacement date of the fixtures
the project will save the university money to the effect of $7626.06. The calculations leading
to this conclusion are shown in Appendix A.

Multicultural Center Fluorescent Lighting

The replacement that was done in the multicultural center was slightly different from those
done in the quad area. First, all of the fixtures were indoors and thus have a different
lighting schedule than the previous two sub-projects. Second, the replacement fixtures did
not drastically change technologies. The old fixtures were T12 type fluorescent fixtures
typical for large building lighting. These fixtures typically use magnetic ballasts which by
todays standards are inefficient. Not only do magnetic ballasts reduce life of fluorescent bulbs,
but they also dont allow the bulb to operate as efficiently as they could. In addition magnetic
ballasts are the culprit for rogue fluorescent fixtures giving off their infamous humming noises.
Today, electronic ballasts are an option to increase efficiency and lifetime of fluorescent bulbs.
The new fixtures in the Multi-Cultural Center are T8 fluorescent technology which uses bulbs
that are slightly smaller in diameter and operate only with high efficiency electronic ballasts.
Figure 9 shows the diameters of the fluorescent bulbs.

Figure 9: Physical Size of T12 and T8 Bulbs

In total 38 fixtures were replaced. Collectively, the new fixtures (T8) use 51.5% of the
energy that the previous (T12) fixtures used. It was determined that the lights are on for
approximately 14 hours (8am 10pm) every day. Just like the previous fixtures the university
pays $.17/kWh for energy to power the Multicultural Center lights. Figure 10 shows the
difference in annual utility costs for the new and old fixtures. The calculations leading up
these numbers can be seen in Appendix A.
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Figure 10: Annual Utility Cost of Old T12 Fixtures vs New T8 Fixtures

Between labor ($4,360.00) and purchasing the new fixtures ($3,267.26) this sub project cost
a total of $7,627.26. It should be noted that replacement of the old T12 bulbs with the new
T8 ones was not a simple swap but required entirely new fixtures as the two require different
circuitry at the fixture terminals. This explains the relatively high cost of labor. The new
bulbs will last 24,000 hours ON while the previous were only expected to last for only 7,500
hours. At an average of 14 hours on per day, the new fixtures will not need replaced for:

24, 000hours/(14hours/day) = 4.7years = 4yrs8mo15days

Considering operating costs of the T12 bulbs as well as the annual maintenance costs this
project will pay itself off in 2 years 9 months and 18 days. Numbers supporting this conclusion
are shown in Appendix A. Figure 11 graphically illustrates the break even for this project.

Figure 11: Break Even Analysis of Old T12 Fixtures and New T8 Fixtures

Just like the previous two projects, the break even date occurs before the expected replace-
ment date so the fixtures will save the university a total of $5189.50.
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Conclusion

In conclusion all three projects undergone by physical plant to better the universitys energy
efficiency will save the school a significant amount of money. Combining the savings all three
projects yields a savings of $63,391.57. Although this number does represent the savings all
three projects will yield before needing replaced, it can be hard to interpret since the LED
fixtures in the quad last almost three times as long as the fluorescent fixtures in the Multi-
Cultural Center. The fluorescent lights will only need bulb replacement every 4.7 years while
the LEDs fixtures will need entirely replaced every 12 years. In order to better represent the
incurred cost of replacing the fluorescents lights twice before the end of the life of the LED
fixtures figure 12 graphically illustrates the incurred $891 every time the T8 fluorescents
would need replaced (discontinuities in plot) before the end of the life of the LEDs. In this
figure it can be seen that in the life of the LED fixtures in the quad the three projects will
save the university $76,359. Note that the MATLAB code used to generate this plot can be
found in Appendix A.

Figure 12: Cost Analysis of Combined Projects for Next 12 Years

These three projects demonstrate the potential for the school to benefit from significant
monetary savings by investing in energy efficient lighting solutions. In addition to monetary
savings the University can stand proud of its efforts to reduce energy consumption and reduce
the amount of greenhouse gases released into the earths atmosphere. As an added bonus, the
fixtures placed on the outside of the quad dormitories, is an important start in the process
of eventually making those dormitories LEED certified.
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Appendix A

.104kW ∗ 11.2hours ∗ $.17/kWh ∗ 9fixtures ∗ 365 = $650.48

.012kW ∗ 11.2hours ∗ $.17/kWh ∗ 9fixtures ∗ 365 = $75.06

Figure 13: Annual Cost Calculations for Basement Fixtures

[project cost]/(([old energy cost] + [old maintenance])− [new enerycosts] = break even

$1475.45/(($650.48 + $338.40)− $75.06) = 1.61 years

Figure 14: Break Even Calculations for Basement Fixtures

(([old energy cost] + [old maintenance]) = savings/year

[savings/year] ∗ [lifetime]− [initialinvestment] = lifetimesavings

($913.82/year ∗ 12.23years)− $1475.45 = $7626.07

Figure 15: Lifetime Savings of Basement LED Lights

4.664W ∗ 14hours ∗ $.17/kWh ∗ 365 = $4051.50

2.404kW ∗ 14hours ∗ $.17/kWh ∗ 365 = $2087.80

Figure 16: Annual Cost Calculations for Fluorescent Fixtures
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[project cost]/(([old energy cost] + [old maintenance])− [new enerycosts] = break even

$7627.60/(($4051.50 + $770)− $2087.80) = 2.79years

Figure 17: Break Even Calculations for Fluorescent Fixtures

(([old energy cost] + [old maintenance]) = savings/year

[savings/year] ∗ [lifetime]− [initialinvestment] = lifetimesavings

($2734.20/year ∗ 4.7years)− $7627.60 = $5189.50

Figure 18: Lifetime Savings of Fluorscent Fixtures

t=[0:1:4380];

y1=-30103.48 + 18.07*t;

y2=-1475.45 + 2.5*t;

y3=-7627.26 + 6.24*t;

y4=zeros(1,4381);

for i=1:4380

if i>1715 & i<3431

y4(i)=-891;

elseif i>=3431

y4(i)=-1782;

else

y4(i)=0;

end

end

ysum= y1+y2+y3+y4;

plot(t,ysum);

grid on;

legend(’All Projects’,’location’,’southeast’);

xlabel(’Days’);

ylabel(’Savings’);

text(3000,75000,’12 year savings: $76,359’,’fontsize’,18);

Figure 19: MATLAB code used to generate figure 12
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